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perennial complaint in the College). Fi-

nally, he pointed to the report’s advocacy

of “recertification” of each concentration

by the dean’s Educational Policy Com-

mittee, which has jawboned depart-

ments on their requirements during the

past decade. In an interview, Kirby

confirmed that he envisioned reviews in

which each concentration would have to

clarify its program of study, explain how

it is organized for students, and what re-

sources beyond traditional departmental

bounds it uses to encompass interdisci-

plinary opportunities. The intent, he

said, is to give the concentrations a

“fresh look.”

Many speakers on May 4 and at the

following meeting on May 18 embraced

the report’s procedural and pragmatic

plans. But several voiced concerns about

the intellectual underpinnings of the rec-

ommendations and the ultimate content

of the undergraduate curriculum. Butten-

wieser University Professor Stanley H.

Ho≠mann called the report “an interest-

ing document” but said “it does lack a ra-

tionale” for the goals of the education it

sketches. He contrasted this report with

the discussion preceding the introduction

of General Education after World War II

and the shaping of the Core.

Specifically, he regretted the absence of

a “moral reasoning” component, a pillar

of the Core, and feared that the vetting

process (by which professors’ Core-

course proposals were reviewed to assure

their contribution to general education)

might be lost. Ford professor of the social

sciences David Pilbeam, another former

dean of undergraduate education, also

worried about moving from the Core’s

dozens of courses, “collectively owned by

the faculty,” to far fewer Harvard College

Courses—in e≠ect, entrusting the bal-

ance of general education to departmen-

tal control. (Dean Gross estimated that

there might be two or so Harvard College

Courses per area, some perhaps year-long,

some co-taught by faculty members from

di≠erent disciplines.)

Loeb associate professor of the hu-

manities Virginie Greene suggested that

the curriculum report had too little

sense of the past, of individual and cul-

tural change through time. She also wor-

Hatched in hawaii, fledged in the Bronx, and sighted above with some of Har-

vard’s 17,000 warblers is Scott V. Edwards ’86, who migrated after college to Berke-

ley to get a Ph.D. and to the University of Washington to teach and do research for

nine years, returning to Cambridge in January as professor of organismic and evo-

lutionary biology and curator of the bird collection at the Museum of Comparative

Zoology. (The warblers were on the floor for five hours during a storeroom remod-

eling.) Edwards spends time in the field (down under, recently) and in the lab,

where “his work has increased by an order of magnitude the avian DNA sequences

available for genetic analysis,” said William C. Kirby, dean of the Faculty of Arts

and Sciences, when announcing Edwards’s appointment. His study of avian DNA

has led to insights into the behavior and ecology of birds and helped him to climb

their family trees. He suspects and hopes to help prove, for instance, that all the

world’s songbirds, more than half of all bird species, got their start in Australia.

Edwards will teach molecular evolution this fall and, in the spring, a broad survey

of the natural history of birds, with which he hopes to launch a new generation of

Harvard ornithologists. For recreation he hikes, bikes, and plays the drums (rock

and roll, blues). He lives with his wife, Elizabeth Adams, and their daughters,

Kayla, 3, and Liana, 7, who can tell a starling from a red-winged blackbird, in Con-

cord, Massachusetts, where a bit of birdwatching comes with the territory. 
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